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Introduction

• A tightly knit set of issues: 

Interdisciplinarity, Evaluation, S&T 

indicators

• Need to question it

• Epistemological point of view

• Basic framework: S&T indicators as 

quantitative side of the ‘science of science’ 

/ ‘S&T studies’



1. S&T indicators for evaluation: 

the  diabolic trap

• The powerhouse in science:

• Classic S&T indicators – bibliometrics

Aligned with / reinforced by / reinforcing:

- Measurement feasibility - easiness

- Industrialisation of evaluation / 

standardisation

- Managerialism



1. S&T indicators for evaluation: 

the  diabolic trap

• Implications:

- Ever increasing reductionism in science

- When key scientific and social challenges 

are: interdisciplinarity, addressing 

complexity, linking to society

Diabolic trap: powerful alignment – lock-in 

situation with daunting implications



2. Questionning this powerhouse

2.1. classical S&T indicators: 

An established paradigm loosing relevance ?

Measurement: a conceptual model and 

mesurement conventions

Evidence of measurement relevance results 

from routine, not ‘nature’

Need of paradigm shift when key-

phenomena not accounted for by model



2. Questionning this powerhouse

2.2. S&T indicators: 

Simplistic interpretation ?

Scientific expertise: answering questions about the 

real world – beyond science

Necessarily transgression of scientific knowledge

Conclusion: S&T indicators: not true, nor false, nor 

arbitrary – but a rational construct within a 

paradigm – interpreted within values and 

representations

They are (at least) debatable



3. What do we do from here ?

Longer term: question the paradigm

Shorter term: question uses of indicators and 

interpretations 

From reliable (validated by scientific peers) to 

socially robust knowledge

In context – collective learning processes

Extended group of actors -inter-subjectivities

Demanding characteristics of such processes



Conclusion

No short cut to dealing with substance / 

sense for making assessment in science

Rediscovering

- The interest of indicators : powerful devices 

for interactions

- The irreplaceable value of (extended) peer 

review


